Supporting and developing UCC Graduate Attributes at the Library by providing a variety of spaces, services, resources and teaching transferable skills.

UCC Library incorporates Boole Library and Brookfield Health Sciences Library

**SPACES**
- PCs and Wi-Fi throughout our libraries
- Research Skills Teaching Room supports the Information and Digital Literacy of the students.

Providing opportunities for students to experiment with technologies in our
- Creative Zone
- Library Studio
- Virtual Reality Digital Environment Lounge

**SPECIAL COLLECTIONS & ARCHIVES (SCA)**

**WORK WITH STUDENTS**
- Online exhibitions – including promotion of them
- Using Digital Humanities tools to create surrogates based on collections
- Learning sound recording and editing, and presenting the soundscapes as public history

**SERVICES**
- 3D printing
- Equipment loan – including laptops

Teaching activities within the library foster students’ development of Digital Literacy and Digital Fluency attributes

Typically Information Literacy workshops include
- digital skills
- data management
- collating references and data
- selecting online resources, datasets and tools
- understanding the information landscape
- search strategies.

**TEACHING ACTIVITIES**
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